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2 Claims. (Cl. 101-47) 

The present invention relates to an addressing machine 
in which the printing plates carrying the addresses are 
pulled out singly from a supply stack thereof disposed in 
an introduction chute, are conveyed along a horizontal 
guide path past a selected printing position and are laid 
off ‘or deposited in a laying-off chute. v 

In adressing machines the printing plates carrying the 
addresses are mostly fed from a rather great stack by 
means of a holder means or drawer into a vertically dis~ 
posed introduction chute. Said plates are conveyed, after 
printing, to a vertically disposed laying-01f chute arranged 
at a deeper level. In both the introduction and laying 
off chutes, the printing plates are stacked lying one on 
top of the other. Particularly, the nature and disposition 
of the laying-off chute in?uences essentially the construc 
tional height of the addressing machine. Table mounted 
machines, without a special underframe to accommodate 
such prior laying-oil? chutes must include complicated, 
hence expensive, laying off means. It has been proposed 
to arrange the laying-off chute in an oblique position 
whereby the printed printing plates are arranged standing 
partially upright one behind the other. Even with such 
modi?cation a substantial constructional height of the 
machine frame is still necessary, which height is still great 
for a practical table mounted machine. In the case of 
small hectographic type addressing machines it is also 
already known to arrange the laying-off chute in a hori 
zontal manner, but in this case the print forms are laid 
off directly into this chute in the absence of any drawer 
or like receiving means and lying in a stack one atop the 
other. In such cases, quantities of the laid-off printing 
plates from time to time must be removed from the 
horizontal stack to make room for others. 

i The principal object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a table mountable addressing machine wherein the 
problems heretofore set forth are eliminated and wherein 
the printing plates are laid off in a stack whilepermitting 
the machine casing of the machine to have a low con 
structional height sufficient to enable the machine to be 
built without a special underframe. 
The invention further provides a table mountable ad 

dressing machine wherein the laying~off chute is arranged 
. in a horizontal manner in the machine casing and pro 
vides means in this chute whereby a drawer or carrier 
can be shifted laterally step-wise for receiving the stack 
of printing plates to be laid o? and said printing plates 
are received in said carrier in an upright standing position 
one behind the other. 

In order to pass the printing plates from their horizon 
tally disposed path into a vertically upright standing posi~ 
tion in the laying-off carrier, there is provided an opening 
in the guide path disposed over the laying-off chute on 
one side of the casing and there is further provided under 
the guide path, a tilting edge portion and a sheet metal 
guide extending downward and leading into the laying-01f 
chute and the carrier. 

In order to shift the drawer in the laying-off chute and 
in order thus to shift the laid off printing plates, there is 
provided, in the laying-off chute a movable pressure plate 
mounted for reciprocable movement synchronized with 
the printing plate transport means. The invention further 
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provides a spring-loaded claw disposed in the laying-off 
chute above the stack of printing plates and engageable 
with the last laid-oft’ printing plate; said claw cooperates 
with the pressure plate to position the printing plates in 

5 an upright, standing arrangement. 
Further features of the invention will become clear 

from the following description of an embodiment of the 
invention as shown in the accompanying drawing: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the addressing machine 

10 according to the invention. 
FIG. 2 is a partial view of the printing plate lay-oft‘ 

device. 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along the line III—III 

in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken along the line IV—IV 

in FIG. 2. 
FIGS. 5 and 6 are sectional views similar to that of 

FIG. 4 but with the pressure plate shown in successive 
working positions. 

Referring to FIG. 1, the addressing machine according 
to the invention comprises a box-shaped casing 1 with a 
low constructional height “a,” so that the addressing 
machine can be used as a table mounted machine without 
necessitating the provision of a special underframe there 

25 for. 
On the plane upper surface 2 of the casing 1 there is 

mounted a vertical introduction chute 3, which is essen 
tially ?ush with the right hand front side 4 of the casing 
1. A plate holder means preferably in the form of a 

30 drawer 5 can be removably received in and shifted relative 
the introduction chute. Said drawer 5 is adapted to re 
ceive a pile or stack of printing plates arranged one above 
the other. 
A horizontal carrying arm 6 is mounted to the intro 

35 duction chute 3. The said arm 6 carries on its free ex 
tremity and enclosed in a casing '7, a ?at counter pres 
sure element (not shown) which is mountable for move 
ment in a vertical direction. The pressure element or 
printing element Which may be of conventional construc 

40 tion is disposed relative the top of casing 1 beneath the 
arm 6. A conventional humidifying device (not shown) 
may also be provided within the casing 1. 
An example of such a pressure element is disclosed in 

US. Patent No. 2,015,552 issued September 24, 1935, to 
45 H. P. Elliot; although it is obvious that any other con 

ventional printing member may be utilized. 
A horizontal guide path 9 leads from the introduc 

tion chute 3 to the printing location 8 andextends beyond 
the printing point or location 8. Said guide path is 

50 covered by a covering rail 10, except at the printing spot 
8. The covering rail 10 lies disposed parallel to and 
flush with the upper surface 2 of the casing 1. 
Any type of conventional conveying device (not 

shown) which could if desired be similar to the convey 
55 ing means disclosed in the aforesaid Elliot patent, pulls 

the printing plates 11 carrying the addresses singly from 
the introduction chute 3, conveys them continuously to 
the printing point or location 8 and ?nally to the end 
12 of the guide path 9. Printing plates commonly utilized 

60 comprise framed typed originals in mirror image form. 
In accordance with the invention, the printing may be 

applied freely on the upper surface 2 of the casing 1 by 
means of a conventional application device (not shown) 
and can be laid off by means of the laying-off device of 

65 the invention subsequent to the printing process. 
Under the extremely 12 of the guide path 9 there is 

mounted normal to the guide path, a horizontally disposed 
laying-off chute 13 formed in the machine casing 1, said 
chute being freely accessible from the front side 14 of 
the casing 1. The left hand end or side 15 of the casing 
1 closes oif this laying-off chute at one side thereof. The 
said chute 13 is provided with guide rails 16 serving to 



‘ posite 'side;of opening'22 

mount and guide a drawer ,1? fr-ictionally mounted 
thereoniwithin the laying-off ichute 13. The said drawer 
is adapted to receive the laid¢o?i printing plates 11 in 
successive single'steps. The printing plates 11 are laid 
pff from the path 9 vertically one at a time positioned 
upright one behind the other and arrange themselves 
upright in the'drawer 17. The drawer 17‘ preferably has I 
a con?guration also itor?t interchangeably into the in 
troduction chute 3. 

outside the machine. 
In order to transfer the printing plates 11 from ‘their’ 

horizontal position at the end 12 of the guide path 9_ to 
‘their upright standing position in the laying-off ‘chute 
respectively .in‘the-drawer 17 pushed into said chute 13, 

In addition, said drawer provides‘ 
storage space for storing the stacks of printing plates 
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is evident from the ‘drawing (FIG. 1), the drawer 17 
containing the laid-off plates 11 is accessible easily from 
the front side of the casing. Because the plates are 
stacked in an upright formation according to the ‘inven 
tion with necessity for understructure is eliminated.v 
What Ifclaim is: L ' ‘ * 

' 1. In an addressing machine which includes a casing, 
" an introduction chute for stepawise feedingv of, generally 

15 

one. guide rail 18 ‘is positionedv adjac/enttone'rside of the , 
printing plate’ guide path 9'Whereby same terminates 
adjacent and in front of the-‘laying-o?? chute-.113, while 
the other guide rail 19 extends ‘farther than rail 18 to a 
superposed position over thelayin'g-o‘ff chute 13‘ at the» 
side thereof. ' ‘Parallel to’ the guide rail_19 but somewhat 
below same, a depending- L-shaped'flange 2%) formed of 
sheet metal, is secured at zone elongate edge thereof’ to 
the under surface 2 at‘ the casing 1 adjacent" the’opening ' 

r 7 opposite edge‘ 

(20' of ?ange 20 is a downwardly depending slightly 
T22. Integral with’ and depending from the‘ 

curvedwall portion 21. There'isfprovi'ded onlthe op 
a downwardly depending but 

upwardly curved sheet metal guide 227v extending down 
ward into the layingioif chute 13, whichguides zilaand 
'22’ act to deviate the'printing plate ‘to cause same to. tilt 
‘downward to a slightly inclined but'vertical ‘positiontas 
shown winVFIG. 4) in the drawer :17. i ' i 
The printing plate 11, which has been guided into *the' 7 

plate a position shown in FIG. Sis acted upon by a pusher 
23,which is mounted to a crank '26 for to and fro move 
ment synchronous with the printing plate transport means 

20' 

comprising " stationary V 
. laying oily chute beneath theterminal end of the guide path 

rectangular‘ printing plates into a horizontal guide path, 
a printing station disposed along the guide path, a hori 
zontallydisposed laying off chute vlocated at the terminal 
end'of and beneath the guide path to receive said print 
ing plates dropped one at a time from an- enlarged 
opening in the terminal end of'the guidepath, said laying 
off chute communicating to the exterior of the casing, 
horizontal guide rail means in said’laying off chute, and 
an ‘open-topped .plate receiving dra-wei‘rfrictionally en" 
.gagedluponsaid guide rail means ‘within said laying 
off chute, ‘the herein invention comprising, 
e‘ifecting' stepkwisev displaceme'nt‘of the.“- drawer, with the 
entry thereinto of’ each printing platefromthe terminal 
'end ‘of the guideflpath, said step~wise displacement being 
equal to the thickness of saidprint-in'g plateysaid means 

'guide' plate, means within said 

1 for directingtlie printing plates one at a time from the 
guide path to a tilted ‘position upon one edge thereof in 

a the drawer, reciprocating pressure plate means ‘arranged 

30 

(carrying arm 6 with its counter'pressu're element, guide ’ ‘ 
path 9' and the conveyor device) in ,the' arrow directions ' 
‘indicated in FIG. 6 to‘urge 
‘group 11’ V p 

‘the drawer 17. ' The crank 26 maybe pivotally mounted 

‘the’ plate 11 toward the 40 r 

of plates which have already been stacked in, ' 

'to engage ,a' face'of'saidprinting plate immediately upon 
entry thereof intothe"drawerv to move said :plate to a 
vertical position "and to their displace the drawer along 
:the, guide rail means a distance equal to therthicknes‘s 

v of the printingaplate; and spring .bi-ased hook means 
. arranged centrally andvabove said layingo?' chute to 

' engage'the face of ‘the printing plate to retain the plate 
in a’ vertical position when the pressure plate is caused 
to retract, the drawer thereby being automatically shifted 
stepiby-‘step by ‘each successive. printingv plate for the 
entire lengthithereo-f. ' ' ' " ‘: V ' 

‘ 2. ,The "structure as set forth in claim 1' in which said 
stationary ‘guide ‘plate means {comprises 7 a depending 

, larcuate‘guide extensionat one sidev of the terminal end 

on the casing 1 on one of the walls of the chute 13 and,’ _ 
‘is connected directly to thermotor of the machine. 
As the plate is moved across the chute 13 by pusher 45 

23 the plate 11 assumes a vertically upright position. 'A ' 
stationary'mounted spring-biased claw 24, has a hook 
position 25 whichengages the lats laid-off printing plate 
11 and thus maintains the laid~o? stack of print plates ‘ 
?rmly in place in vertically upright position.' The press 
ing plate 23 pushes'in a stepwise [manner against the 

so 

drawer 17 asthe pusher 2-3 engages a plate '11 as shown 
in FIGS. ,5 'and'6 and said 
with printing plates 11 in the indicated arrow direction 
towards the exit of the'chute 143., Before the ‘arrival 
of a new printing plate 11, the pressing plate 23 returns 
in its starting position, as shown‘ in FIGURE 4. 'As 

drawer is ?lled ‘gradually, 

of the guide path at the‘ enlarged opening thereof and a 
jdownwardly depending ?ange ‘having an edge portion 
disposed within said enlarged opening‘and adapted to tilt 
‘the edge of a'prin'ting plate dropping fromvthew'terminal 
end of the guide path, ,_ 
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